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A legitimate democracy depends on the participation in effective deliberation by those affected 

by public decision-making. Citizens need to be able to develop and articulate positions that best 

reflect their interests, which is then translated into policy. It is therefore a serious problem that 

recent literature highlights increasing democratic deficits in both participation and deliberation, 

from local, through to national and global levels. Declining participation in political parties is 

contributing to legitimacy crisis in public policy. Democratic institutions from local and national 

parliaments to transnational-national bodies are in desperate need of practical solutions for 

participation and more democratic decision-making and public administration needs to be 

reformed and open up for democratic participation, inter alia.  

A commonly cited solution in the literature emphasizes a revitalized and mobilized civil society, 

with increased citizen participation. “Mini-publics” and “deliberative forums” are particular 

forms of democratic innovation that are viewed as complementary to formal decision-making 

bodies, improving their public responsiveness. Similarly “collaborative governance” with 

networks of actors from civil society and public authorities is seen as the remedy for democratic 

deficiencies in Public Administration. New media is regarded as an important vehicle enabling 

marginalized groups to organize and participate in public discussions. 

Research in this project takes seriously these challenges to modern democracy and the democratic 

deficit. But it is does so in a careful manner, with a view that cure needs to be calibrated to real-

world circumstances, where idealized measures may do more harm than good.  The research is 

sensitive to the uneven manner in which is power distributed also within civil society, and that 

many civil society organizations mobilize (also) to defend particular interests in ways that distort 

theoretical ideals. Consequently, a main task – and a main interest of this project – is to 

investigate the conditions for civil society to contribute to deliberative (democratic) public policy 

in the face of power, via e.g. collaborative, participatory public administration, deliberative 

public events, and new media. 

1) Participation in public policy by organized civil society 

In articles and book chapters, the project has identified how the conditions for public 

participation by traditional civil society in Sweden has changed (Öberg et al 2011; Öberg 

and Svensson 2012; Svensson 2013, Svensson forthc.; Öberg forthc.). Results show that 

traditionally strong organizations still dominate public policy, especially within traditional 

welfare politics. But participation has been more professionalized and to a certain extent 

less public, i.e. lobbying increases but participation in public debates do not. There are 

also other problems in the horizon, e.g. membership in organized interest groups has 

decreased and the link between members and the leadership has weakened.  

http://www.statsvet.uu.se/forskningsinfo.aspx?ForskningsId=948


2) Collaborative, participatory public administration 

This is a growing subject in international social sciences, but a much under-researched 

area in Sweden. Preliminary results are encouraging (Öberg and Uba 2013). Citizens that 

contact Swedish municipalities appear to behave more deliberative than expected. Even 

an act of protest can be constructive from a deliberative point of view. When complaining 

on issues in primary schools, we found that citizens often clearly formulate a position, 

deliver arguments for it, provide evidence, and suggest alternative solutions. Hence, direct 

participation in public administration does not only consist of outcries, but also of 

deliberative claims. Another interesting result is that groups behave more deliberative 

than individuals, in spite of worries that “groups tend to go to extremes”. The implication 

is that processes of public policy-making within civil society involve a rich array of 

alternative forms of information (knowledge) that might otherwise have been neglected. 

These results relate to more general research questions on how norms of deliberation are 

developed in certain contexts. For example, it has also been shown how deliberative 

norms can be established by leaders acting like role models (Jennstål 2013). 

3) Deliberative Public Events 

There is a strong global trend to involve civil society in public policy in various 

deliberative public events, often referred to as ‘minipublics’, where citizens are invited to 

discuss, develop and influence public policy. While these experiments are becoming 

increasingly common, it also raises issues such as its democratic legitimacy and how 

results from deliberative civic events can be integrated into public decision-making 

(“scaling-up”). This project has collected data from deliberative events in Italy and 

Australia (and have prepared for comparative studies in Sweden). The data will be used to 

develop an overall picture of the factors that motivate citizens to participate in politics, 

especially in deliberative civic events. Analysis so far from these case studies has 

revealed that there is a strong link between citizen’s personalities and why, how and with 

what impact they engage in political deliberation (Niemeyer and Jennstål 2013a and b). 

Citizens with certain personality traits tend to be more likely to sign up for deliberative 

events, participate more active in discussions, and engage the information relevant to the 

issue. This is path-breaking knowledge with implications for how deliberative events are 

designed, evaluated and used in public policy-making. In the past there has been a 

dominant focus on descriptive (especially demographic) representation as the primary 

condition for representative legitimacy. We have evidence for an equally important 

dimension through which to view participation in the political process. 

4) New ideas of representation and the use of new media 

We have found reason for caution in embracing new media in the democratic process. It 

may well be that new media can be used by marginalized and otherwise disempowered 

groups in civil society. However, results from our project has shown that new media is 

also used by counter movements to prevent marginalized groups from influencing public 



policy (Holm 2013 a, b and c). Moreover, it has also been demonstrated that new media is 

used by already powerful groups with resources from “old media”, which distorts power 

relations in civil society even more. Among other things, this also illustrates that ideas 

within democratic theory on new forms of representation has to be critically scrutinized 

both theoretically and empirically (Holm 2012). 
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